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Abstract

Background

The study of oral health literacy (OHL) is likely to gain new and interesting insights with the

use of network analysis, a powerful analytical tool that allows the investigation of complex

systems of relationships. Our aim was to investigate the relationships between oral health

literacy and oral health-related factors in a sample of Indigenous Australian adults using a

network analysis approach.

Methods

Data from 400 Indigenous Australian adults was used to estimate four regularised partial

correlation networks. Initially, a network with the 14 items of the Health Literacy in Dentistry

scale (HeLD-14) was estimated. In a second step, psychosocial, sociodemographic and

oral health-related factors were included in the network. Finally, two networks were esti-

mated for participants with high and low oral health literacy. Participants were categorised

into ‘high’ or ‘low’ OHL networks based on a median split. Centrality measures, clustering

coefficients, network stability, and edge accuracy were evaluated. A permutation-based test

was used to test differences between networks.

Results

Solid connections among HeLD-14 items followed the structure of theoretical domains

across all networks. Oral health-related self-efficacy, sporting activities, and self-rated oral

health status were the strongest positively associated nodes with items of the HeLD-14

scale. HeLD-14 items were the four most central nodes in both HeLD-14 + covariates net-

work and high OHL network, but not in the low OHL network. Differences between high and

low OHLmodels were observed in terms of overall network structure, edge weight, and clus-

tering coefficient.

Conclusion

Network models captured the dynamic relationships between oral health literacy and psy-

chosocial, sociodemographic and oral health-related factors. Discussion on the implications
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of these findings for informing the development of targeted interventions to improve oral

health literacy is presented.

1. Introduction

Derived from a comprehensive concept of health literacy, the definition of oral health literacy

(OHL) has been described as ‘the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, pro-

cess and understand basic oral health information and services needed to make appropriate

health decisions’ [1]. The multidimensional construct has evolved from merely a combination

of functional skills related to speaking, word-recognition and reading numeracy, to a broader

approach including aspects of health care utilization and navigation, conceptual and cultural

knowledge, and decision-making processes [2].

Low health literacy has been extensively associated with poor health outcomes and health

disparities across populations [3,4]. More recently, OHL has been considered an important

predictor of oral health status. Low levels of OHL have been associated with worse oral condi-

tions [5–8], dental anxiety [9,10], missing dental appointments [11,12], and barriers to access-

ing dental services [13].

The understanding of OHL as a social determinant of health has prompted the develop-

ment of a renewed approach for oral health promotion, which recognizes the construct as a

mediating factor for oral health disparities [14,15]. Horowitz and Kleinman (2012) argued that

achieving improvements in the quality of care and promotion of health equity is not possible

without addressing low levels of OHL [16]. Such claims urge the development of appropriate

interventions that effectively enable this set of social and cognitive skills in populations with

low OHL levels. There is explicit evidence recommending the inclusion of OHL strategies

into public health programs and clinical practices, both at community and individual levels

[7,10,17].

Indigenous peoples worldwide are affected by a disproportionate burden of oral health con-

ditions [18, 19]. These health disparities are determined by a complex interplay of structural,

contextual and individual factors, including colonisation and historical trauma, land dispos-

session, discrimination, poverty, barriers to culturally appropriate health care, and low levels

of health literacy [20,21]. Despite the paucity of studies exploring this topic among disadvan-

taged populations, there is evidence of considerably low levels of oral health literacy among

Indigenous populations from Australia and the United States [22]. Furthermore, research has

indicated that self-efficacy and perceived stress may be important mediators of oral health lit-

eracy and oral health outcomes [5,23]. Understanding the intricate relationships, pathways

and underlying mechanisms between the multitude factors that shape the oral health of popu-

lations is one of the keys to address oral health inequalities.

Network analysis is an emerging set of methods and theories with great utility to describe,

explore and understand the structure of statistical relationships in complex systems of entities.

This approach is based on graph theory and mathematical and computational models that

allow an innovative interpretation to health-related phenomena [24]. It simultaneously allows

the graphical and quantitative modelling of complex interactions among factors, resulting in a

set of relationships that can be interpreted as a system [25].

A key advantage of the network analysis approach over traditional statistical methods is its

highly graphical nature. Network models offer a straightforward way of visualizing patterns of

associations grounded in empirical data that may not be statistically obvious [24]. A network
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typically consists of a visual representation of entities connected through links. Entities may

correspond to variables, constructs or individuals, whereas links represent statistical relation-

ships, e.g. correlations. Thus, network graphs facilitate the communication of findings, con-

tributing to the dissemination of scientific evidence to different audiences [24].

The interpretation of findings is primarily based on elements of the network structure such

as the number of links, position of items and patterns of connections. In addition, theoretical

measures related to characteristics of the whole network (global properties) and to specific

entities (local properties) are often estimated to aid the visual interpretation of network graphs.

For instance, centrality indices are local properties that inform which entities are the most

influential elements in the network [25].

Network science is an important analytic tool with applications that range from exploratory

analysis and testing of theorized mechanisms to the development of tailored interventions.

The application of network analysis in health research has emerged across several disciplines.

This approach has been adopted in epidemiological surveillance to understand disease trans-

mission and reveal the underlying structure of outbreaks [24]. In psychology, network psycho-

metrics has been proposed as an alternative representation of psychometric constructs [26].

Network science has also been employed to map brain activity [27], understand interactions

between genes [28], and analyse data from health interventions [29].

Even though network analysis offers new and insightful ways of framing important health

questions, it remains largely unexplored in the field of oral health epidemiology [24]. Thus,

our aim was to adopt a network analysis approach to explore the architecture of relationships

between oral health literacy and related factors in an Indigenous Australian population. We

hypothesise that: (1) different network structures emerge for individuals with low and high lev-

els of oral health literacy; and (2) the identification of the most influential items in those net-

works may be relevant to inform future interventions.

2. Methods

2.1. Data

Data was obtained from the baseline questionnaire of an oral health literacy intervention deliv-

ered to 400 Indigenous Australian adults residing in a regional location in South Australia. A

purposive sampling method was employed. Eligible participants were recruited through the

kinship networks of Indigenous project officers, word-of-mouth, visits to community centres,

home visits, and self-nomination [30,31]. Sample comprised participants who live in the outly-

ing communities of Porto Augusta, South Australia, and frequent services at that location.

Ethical approval was granted by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of

Adelaide and the Aboriginal Health Council of South Australia. Signed informed consent was

obtained from all participants.

2.2. Variables

Variables were selected based on an adapted version of the conceptual model developed by

Paasche-Orlow andWolf, which indicates the pathways between social determinants of oral

health, oral health literacy, and oral health outcomes [23]. Data on oral health literacy, oral

health-related quality of life, sense of personal control, oral health-related self-efficacy, per-

ceived stress, self-rated oral health status, barriers to the access of dental care, community

involvement and sociodemographic factors were included in the network estimation

procedures.

Oral health literacy was measured using the short version of the Health Literacy in Den-

tistry scale (HeLD-14) (S1 Appendix), developed and validated for the Indigenous Australian
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population [32]. The instrument comprises 14 items from seven conceptual domains (commu-

nication, access, receptivity, understanding, utilization, support and economic barriers).

Scores ranged from 0 to 56, with higher scores indicating better oral health literacy levels. All

14 items were included in the networks. The Cronbach’s alpha for the HeLD-14 in this popula-

tion was 0.83.

The short version of the Oral Health Impact Profile (OHIP-14) was used to assess the

impacts of oral health conditions on individuals’ quality of life (scores ranging from 0 to 56)

[33]. OHIP-14 items were summed into subscale scores according to the 7 conceptual dimen-

sions of the instrument (functional limitation, physical pain, psychological discomfort, physi-

cal disability, psychological disability, social disability and handicap) and later included in

the networks. Higher scores indicate worse OHRQoL, i.e. greater impact of oral conditions to

quality of life. The Cronbach’s alpha for the OHIP-14 was 0.84.

The Sense of Personal Control scale was used to examine individuals’ sense of personal con-

trol. Summary scores ranged from 0 to 48, indicating participants’ perception on whether they

are able to control outcomes and achieve goals. Higher scores indicate higher personal control

[34]. The Cronbach’s alpha for sense of personal control was 0.75.

Oral health-related self-efficacy was measured with a six item instrument based on the tool

developed by Finlayson and colleagues (scores ranged from 0 to 24) [35]. Greater scores indi-

cate better oral health related-self efficacy. The Cronbach’s alpha for oral health related self-

efficacy was 0.93.

Perceived stress was assessed using the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-14), a 14 items instru-

ment developed by Cohen and colleagues. Total scores range from 0 to 56, with higher scores

indicating greater perceived stress [36]. The Cronbach’s alpha for the PSS-14 was 0.78.

Sense of personal control, oral health-related self-efficacy and perceived stress were

included in the networks as total scores. Self-rated oral health status was classified into five lev-

els (excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor). Barriers to the access of dental care included

financial cost (yes/no), long waiting list (yes/no), and lack of transportation (yes/no). Commu-

nity involvement factors assessed whether the participants engaged in sporting activities (yes/

no), attended community groups (yes/no), and received medical treatment in the Aboriginal

community-controlled health centre (yes/no). Sociodemographic data included sex (male/

female), age (continuous), level of formal education (no schooling, primary school, high

school, technical, university), income (job, government payment, other), welfare benefits

(health care card, pension card, other, none), and household size (number of people per

household).

2.3. Missing data

Completed cases were obtained for 307 (76,8%) of the participants. Item-level missing data

was 1.1%. A nonparametric imputation method was used to handle missing data [37].

2.4. Network estimation

Networks were estimated with R packages q graph and huge. The nonparanormal SKEPTIC

approach was used in association with Gaussian Graphical Models to relax the normality

assumption when estimating partial correlation coefficients between variables [38]. Appropri-

ate correlations (polychoric, polyserial, or Pearson) were automatically estimated according to

the different types of variables using the qgraph function cor_auto. Analysis were conducted

using RStudio version 1.2.5001. See Supplementary Materials for information on all R pack-

ages and code.
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Undirected networks were generated with variables graphically represented as nodes. The

presence of a tie (edge) linking a pair of nodes is interpreted as a partial correlation between

the corresponding variables after controlling for all nodes in the network. Similarly, the

absence of an edge between two nodes implies a conditional independence between these two

variables taking into account all other relationships in the network.

The estimation of correlation networks with a high number of parameters is likely to pro-

duce fully connected networks with many potentially spurious connections represented by

edges with weights close to zero. The excess of weak and spurious edges prevents the detection

of the real topography of the network and adds noise to its interpretation. The graphical least

absolute shrinkage and selection operator (glasso), a regularization technique that identifies

the underlying network structure by applying a penalty to weak correlations, was employed

in order to retain only meaningful edges [39]. The Extended Bayesian Information Criterion

(EBIC) was used to set the glasso penalty parameter to 0.5. In summary, this conservative

approach removes potentially spurious edges from the model, generating sparse networks that

are simpler to interpret [25].

Initially, the HeLD-14 items were the only variables included in the network in order to

evaluate the associations between different dimensions of the questionnaire. In a second step,

psychosocial, sociodemographic and other covariates were added to the network. Participants

were then grouped into two categories according to their oral health literacy levels (low oral

health literacy and high oral health literacy, based on a median split). Networks were indepen-

dently estimated for both categories and Network Comparison Tests (NCT) were employed

to determine differences in network structure invariance, global strength invariance, and edge

invariance.

2.5. Centrality measures

The relative influence of each node on the network was assessed through three graph theoreti-

cal centrality measures: node strength, betweenness and closeness [40]. Node strength esti-

mates the degree to which a certain node is directly connected with the network by summing

all its edge weights. Betweenness centrality is a measure of the relevance of a node in the con-

nection between other pairs of nodes. A node with a high betweenness centrality is one that

frequently lies on the shortest paths between other nodes and, thus, can be considered central

in the network. Closeness is a centrality measure that considers the global structure of the net-

work in order to detect which nodes could reach others more quickly. It is conceptualized as

the inverse sum of shortest distances from a specific node to all other nodes. For instance, a

node might have a high node strength due to its multiple edges connecting with other nodes

and yet be positioned in a way that it cannot reach other nodes in the network efficiently. A

node with high closeness centrality will both influence changes and be affected by changes

in any parts of the network very quickly [41]. Centrality measures were estimated for all net-

works. Centrality estimates were calculated as standardised z-score indices to provide compa-

rable information on the relative importance of the nodes across the centrality measures.

2.6. Clustering coefficients

Two clustering measures were employed to examine the degree to which nodes tend to cluster

together into tightly knitted groups. The local clustering coefficient determines a clustering

index for each node, measured as the fraction of the total number of ties connecting the neigh-

bours of a given node divided by the total number of possible ties between its neighbours. A

low local clustering coefficient indicates that neighbouring nodes will not have the capacity to

still influence each other once a given node is removed from the network (local redundancy).
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On the other hand, the global clustering coefficient provides information on the density of the

entire network by measuring the fraction of the frequency of closed triplets (three nodes con-

nected by three edges) over the total number of both open and closed triples (three nodes con-

nected by either two or three edges) [42].

The local clustering coefficients were estimated using the methods developed by Watts-

Strogatz, Zhang, Onnela and Barrat [43–46]. Reporting of the local clustering coefficients was

centered on Barrat’s method (all measures presented as Supplementary Materials). The global

clustering coefficient was estimated using the minimummethod, which is based on the lowest

edge weight in each triplet in order to address differences in edge weights.

2.7. Network stability and edge weight accuracy

Post-hoc analyses were conducted to assess the stability of centrality indices and the accuracy

of edge weights. The stability of centrality indices was examined using a case-dropping boot-

strap. This procedure estimates the proportion of participants that can be dropped to retain

with 95% confidence a correlation of at least 0.7 with the original coefficients. The results are

presented both as a graph in the Supplementary Materials and summarized as a centrality sta-

bility coefficient (CS-coefficient), which should not be under 0.25 or, ideally, above 0.5. Edge

weight accuracy was assessed using nonparametric bootstrapping that resamples the original

data in order to estimate confidence intervals for edge weights.

2.8. Network visualization

Positive edges are printed as green full lines and negative edges as red dotted lines. The

strength of the relationships is represented by the thickness and saturation of the edges. The

distribution of the nodes in the network was defined using the Fruchterman-Reingold algo-

rithm, arranging more closely nodes with stronger and/or more edges. A maximum edge value

of 0.76, the strongest edge identified across networks, was set to the three networks which

included HeLD-14 items and covariates. This approach allows comparison of edge strength

between networks (equally thick edges across networks have equal edge weights). A minimum

weight of 0.04 was applied to all networks to enhance interpretability of the graphs.

3. Results

3.1. Sample

Sociodemographic characteristics of the sample and descriptive statistics of associated factors

are shown in Table 1. Overall, the sample was mostly composed of female participants, individ-

uals with low levels of formal education, recipients of welfare benefits, and users of the Aborig-

inal community-controlled health centre.

3.2. Networks inference

The HeLD-14 network is shown in Fig 1. Strong positive connections were observed among

pairs of nodes that belong to the same conceptual domains. Regularised partial correlations

within domains ranged from 0.54 (Utilisation) to 0.89 (Understanding). The strongest

negative connections emerged between items of Communication and Understanding (-0.25

and -0.34). The item “being able to use information” presented the highest values for node

strength, node betweenness, and node closeness, whereas “being able to pay for dental medica-

tion” presented the lowest values in all three centrality measures (S1 Fig).

To estimate the second network, oral health-related covariates were incorporated into

the previous model (Fig 2). HeLD-14 items remained strongly connected as domains. The
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Receptivity domain (items “make time for dental health” and “pay attention to dental health

needs”) was placed in a focal area, connecting the community of HeLD-14 items with the rest

of the network. The Economic barriers domain, on the other hand, were marginally positioned

in the network. Dimensions of the OHIP-14 instrument formed a tightly linked community,

with Psychological Disability at its centre. The most meaningful negative edge was observed

between Perceived Stress and Sense of Personal Control.

Interestingly, the four nodes with highest node strength were the HeLD-14 items “make

time for dental health”, “pay attention to dental health needs”, “use information” and “read

written dental information”. The lowest strength values were observed for household size, oral

health-related self-efficacy, education, and medical appointments (Fig 3).

Betweenness centrality indices were most prominent for nodes “make time for dental

health”, sporting activities, psychological discomfort, and “pay attention to dental health

Table 1. Sample characteristics.

Variable Frequency

Sociodemographics

Sex

Female 269 (67.2%)

Male 131 (32.8%)

Schooling

None 14 (3.5%)

Primary school 34 (8.5%)

High school 257 (64.3%)

Technical education 75 (18.7%)

University 20 (5%)

Income

Job 89 (22.3%)

Welfare 291 (72.7%)

Other 20 (5%)

Welfare

Health care card 54 (13.5%)

Pension card 189 (45.3%)

Other 146 (36.5%)

None 11 (2.7%)

Age 34 (24–46)�

Household size 4 (3–6)�

Associated factors

Sense of personal control † 27 (23–32)�

Oral health-related self-efficacy 12 (4–18)�

Perceived stress 28 (26–31)�,

Oral health literacy 47 (40–51)�

Oral health-related quality of life 17.5 (8–28)�

Community engagement

Community groups (Yes) 54 (13.5%)

Sporting activities (Yes) 62 (15.5%)

Aboriginal health centre (Yes) 255 (63.8%)

�Median and interquartile interval

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233972.t001
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needs”, whereas the lowest betweenness values were observed for household size, physical

pain, physical disability, and oral health-related self-efficacy.

The four nodes with highest closeness centrality were “make time for dental health”, sport-

ing activities, “pay attention to oral health needs”, and age. Lowest closeness centrality was

found for HeLD-14 items “pay to see a dentist”, “pay for dental medication”, “what to do to get

a dentist’s appointment”, and “how to get a dentist’s appointment”.

3.3. Network comparison

Differences in network topology between participants with high and low oral health literacy

levels are presented in Fig 4. HeLD-14 items remained strongly connected as domains across

both networks. Overall, HeLD-14 items were more tightly knit in the high oral health literacy

structure. The community of OHIP-14 nodes remained stable, with dimensions of functional

limitation and psychological discomfort connecting the cluster with the rest of the network in

both models.

In the network depicting participants with low oral health literacy, self-rated oral health

appears as a mediator in the pathway between oral health-related quality of life, oral health lit-

eracy, perceived stress, and oral health-related self-efficacy. In addition, sporting activities is

plotted as a central node linking sociodemographic factors, oral health literacy, community

involvement and oral health-related self-efficacy. Self-rated oral health and sporting activities

did not emerge as central nodes in the high OHL network. These different patterns are con-

firmed by variations in betweenness centrality (S2 Fig). Highest betweenness variation across

networks were observed for sporting activities and self-rated oral health, in addition to HeLD-

14 items “pay attention to dental health needs”, “ask for support to a dental appointment”,

“read written dental information”, and age. Among the three centrality indices, betweenness

presented the highest variation, while strength yielded more similar results. Higher differences

in node strength were observed among sporting activities and HeLD-14 nodes “read dental

Fig 1. Estimated network for HeLD-14 items.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233972.g001
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information brochures”, “pay attention to dental health needs”, “how to get a dentist’s appoint-

ment”, and “ask for support to a dental appointment”.

The HeLD-14 domain of support was marginally placed in the low OHL network, whereas

the node medical appointments was conditionally independent from the relationships in the

high OHL structure. These differences are also presented in terms of highest variations of

closeness centrality (nodes “ask for support to a dental appointment”, “take support to a dental

appointment”, and Community Health Centre).

Permutation-based tests were performed to measure differences in network structure,

maximum edge strength, and global strength between both networks. Network structure

invariance provides insight into differences in the overall distributions of edge weights.

NCT showed that low OHL and high OHL networks are not identical in terms of network

structure (p = 0.02). The maximum edge strength difference across both networks was

0.37. Even though networks differed in overall structure with significant differences in max-

imum edge weight, global strength was not statistically different among the low and high

OHL models (global strength for low OHL = 6.76; global strength for high OHL = 8.66;

p = 0.13).

Fig 2. Estimated network for HeLD-14 items and covariates.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233972.g002
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3.4. Clustering coefficients

The global clustering coefficient was higher for the network comprising HeLD-14 items and

covariates (0.297), followed by the HeLD-14 items network (0.225), the low OHL network

(0.244), and the high OHL network (0.161). In the HeLD-14 items network, highest local clus-

tering coefficients were observed for nodes “make time for dental health”, “pay for dental med-

ication”, and “pay attention to dental health needs”, whereas nodes “pay to see a dentist” and

“what to do to get a dentist’s appointment” presented the lowest local clustering coefficients

(S3 Fig). In the second network, local clustering coefficients were higher for OHIP-14 dimen-

sions physical disability and handicap and HeLD-14 item “look for a second opinion”. Lowest

values were found for nodes Community Health Centre, “take support to a dental appoint-

ment”, and sense of personal control (S4 Fig).

Comparison of local clustering coefficients between nodes of the low and high OHL net-

works showed highest differences for nodes “look for a second opinion”, “how to get a dentist’s

appointment”, and “take support to a dental appointment”. In the low OHL network, nodes

“how to get a dentist’s appointment” and physical disability presented the highest clustering

coefficients, whereas “take support to a dental appointment”, Community Health Centre, and

“ask for support to a dental appointment” presented the lowest. Local clustering coefficients in

the high OHL network were higher for nodes “look for a second opinion” and handicap, while

oral health-related self-efficacy, perceived stress and education presented the lowest coefficient

values (S5 Fig).

Fig 3. Centrality estimates for the HeLD-14 + covariates network, ordered by betweenness.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233972.g003
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Network stability and accuracy

Central stability coefficient of the HeLD-14 network, estimated as the proportion of the sample

that can be dropped to retain with 95% confidence a correlation of at least 0.7 with the original

centrality indices, was 0.13 for strength, zero for betweenness, and 0.13 for closeness (S6 Fig).

The model comprising all factors presented central stability coefficients for strength, between-

ness, and closeness of 0.75, 0.13, and 0.21, respectively (Fig 5).

The lines indicate the average correlations between centrality indices of networks sampled

with persons dropped and the original sample. Areas indicate the 95% confidence interval.

Strength stability was 0.60 for the low OHL network and 0.44 for the high OHL network.

Betweenness stability was 0.05 and zero for low and high OHL networks, respectively (S7 and

S8 Figs). The stability coefficient for closeness was zero for both networks.

Accuracy of edges in all four estimated networks is presented in the online Supplementary

Materials (S12–S15 Figs).

4. Discussion

Our findings add an innovative and novel approach to better understanding the subtle rela-

tionships between oral health literacy and other factors associated with poor oral health.

Psychosocial, sociodemographic and oral health-related factors were used to map relevant con-

nections with domains of oral health literacy in a population of Indigenous Australian adults.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to perform network analysis using oral

health literacy data, and a wide range of other psychosocial and sociodemographic factors.

Fig 4. Comparison of network structures comprising participants with low and high oral health literacy, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233972.g004
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Network comparison tests showed significant differences in terms of overall network structure

and edge weight between high and low OHL models. Additionally, centrality measures, clus-

tering coefficients, network stability, and edge accuracy were estimated.

Although there is no national data on the oral health literacy levels of Indigenous Austra-

lians, several factors put this population at higher risk of presenting poor oral health literacy.

In addition to cultural and linguistic particularities, the socio-economic disadvantage that

Indigenous Australians face in areas such as education, income and employment are relevant

indicators of low levels of oral health literacy [47]. Our study demonstrated that in this rural-

dwelling Indigenous Australian community, oral health literacy constitutes a network with

other individual and contextual factors. These findings suggest that oral health interventions

should consider adopting holistic approaches, beyond exclusively focusing on the transmission

of health-specific knowledge. Previous research has documented the limitations of health

education strategies to improve health outcomes of Indigenous populations [48,49]. While

researchers and Indigenous communities have collaboratively developed culturally appropri-

ate health programs, addressing social determinants of health and socio-economic disadvan-

tage linked to oral health literacy is far more challenging and requires consistent collective and

political efforts [50].

Indigenous Australians also suffer a great burden of oral health inequalities throughout

their lifespan. Indigenous children present a twofold increased risk of being hospitalised

due to oral health conditions and twice the rate of dental caries in comparison with non-

Fig 5. Stability of centrality measures for the HeLD-14 network. Lines indicate the average correlations between centrality indices of networks sampled with
persons dropped and the original sample. Areas indicate the 95% confidence interval.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233972.g005
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Indigenous Australian children [51,52]. Indigenous adults experience a higher number of

teeth affected by dental caries and worse periodontal conditions [53,54]. This complex sce-

nario might be partly explained by insufficient levels of oral health literacy reported among

these populations. There is evidence suggesting that the potential effects of individual oral

health literacy are not limited to one’s oral health status and access to dental services as poor

parents’ oral health literacy has been associated with worse child oral health status [55]. This is

particularly relevant for our study as our sample was predominantly composed by young adult

women and relatively large families. In Indigenous Australian cultures, the core family unit is

often composed by extended family members. In these contexts, child care may be shared by

relatives such as mothers, grandparents, siblings, uncles, and aunts [56]. Thus, addressing the

family as the unit of oral health literacy strategies is essential not only to improve the oral con-

ditions of adults but also to guarantee better health outcomes for the future generations of

Indigenous Australians.

The pattern of solid connections among HeLD-14 items that constitute the same theoretical

domains was observed across all networks. These findings confirm previous evidence that the

HeLD-14 is composed of seven conceptual domains [32,57,58]. In addition, the HeLD-14 net-

work presented the highest global clustering coefficient across all models, indicating a well-

connected structure.

Although the dimensions “Communication” and “Understanding” present negative edges

in the HeLD-14 network, which may seem odd, these dimensions are also connected through

positive edges of similar strength. These connections reflect the covariance among items of the

HeLD-14 scale. In this case, the negative edges were probably spurious, since after condition-

ing on other factors included in the second network, they disappeared (while the positive

edges remained). More than that, we have theoretical reasons to believe this partial negative

correlation was spurious. The dimensions “Communication” and “Understanding” were posi-

tively connected in the second network through items “info” and “brch”, e.i. those who are

able to read brochures with dental information are more likely to use dental information from

a dentist to make decisions about their dental health.

Global and local clustering coefficients provide important information regarding network

connectivity. Highly clustered systems with small shortest path lengths between nodes are

known as properties of small-world networks in which the information is transmitted between

any two nodes in only a few steps [43]. In this study, the low OHL network presented greater

density of node connectivity in comparison with the high OHL network. In densely connected

networks, important changes in the overall system might occur once a given node reaches a

critical threshold (“tipping point”). This concept is useful to investigate both the possibility

of unwanted shifts and opportunities for positive change [59]. On the other hand, sparse net-

works are theorized as less susceptible to widespread fluctuations in their structures [60]. Since

the low OHL network is more densely connected, identifying and targeting its most central

nodes might generate important changes in the entire architecture. In practical terms, a

densely connected network suggests that an oral health literacy intervention for this popula-

tion would require consistent strategies targeting key components in order to achieve mean-

ingful improvements. Yet, due to the novelty of this analytical approach, there is limited

evidence to this date that confirm this premise. A study with patients with eating disorders

observed that participants with more densely connected networks at baseline presented lower

changes during treatment [60].

Covariates added to the HeLD-14 network can be interpreted as factors that influence the

OHL structure in different ways. While oral-health related self-efficacy, sporting activities, and

self-rated oral health were positively associated with items of the HeLD-14 scale, perceived

stress was inversely associated. Previous studies have reported associations between oral health
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literacy with self-rated oral health status, oral health-related quality of life, and self-efficacy

across different populations [61–63]. The inverse association between OHL and perceived

stress suggests that the lack of skills in two specific items (“pay attention to dental health

needs” and “make time for dental health”) may represent substantial sources of personal stress.

Furthermore, stress has been linked to increased susceptibility to periodontal disease, oral

pain, and soft tissue disorders, which indicates a potential mediating effect on the association

between OHL and oral health status [64–66].

A moderate inverse association between sense of personal control and perceived stress was

present in all networks estimated with covariates. Our analysis suggests that perceived stress

is a mediator between sense of personal control and self-rated oral health among Australian

Indigenous adults. Other mediating processes might be cautiously inferred from the networks.

For instance, self-rated oral health acts as a link between the cluster of oral health-related qual-

ity of life dimensions, the oral health literacy community, and other psychological factors.

Node strength was the most stable centrality measure across all networks (CS-coefficient

ranged from 0.44 to 0.75), except for the HeLD-14 network. These measures indicate that the

most central nodes in terms of strength centrality remained relevant even when significant

proportions of the sample are dropped. On the other hand, CS-coefficients for closeness and

betweenness indices in all models were found to be well below the 25% threshold. This indi-

cates that the order of closeness and betweenness centrality is significantly altered after re-esti-

mating the networks with reduced samples. Therefore, unstable centrality measures such as

closeness and betweenness might be more susceptible to sampling variation. The same pattern

of centrality stability, with stable results only for node strength, has been reported in simula-

tion and experimental studies [67,68].

Stable centrality measures can be helpful to understand how changes occur throughout the

network structure, as nodes with highest centrality indices might promote change in the rest

of the network more efficiently [69]. Examining node strength, a particularly stable measure,

might provide valuable insights to inform oral health literacy research on which factors should

be targeted in interventions. For instance, a randomized controlled trial with patients suffering

from anorexia nervosa demonstrated that the most central items to the network at baseline

can predict posttreatment outcomes at 24-month follow-up [70].

Considering node strength as the main centrality measure, HeLD-14 items were the four

most central nodes in both HeLD-14 + covariates network (“use information”, “make time for

dental health”, “pay attention to dental health needs”, and “read written dental information”)

and high OHL network (“use information”, “carry out dental instructions”, “ask for support

to a dental appointment”, and “how to get a dentist’s appointment”). These results suggest that

particularly items “use information” and “make time for dental health” comprise the core of

the construct of oral health literacy. These findings shed light on which skills are needed to be

developed among Indigenous Australian communities in order to improve OHL levels, facili-

tate access to dental services, and, ultimately, achieve better oral health outcomes.

Based on the most influential items identified in the networks, future interventions might

benefit from strategies that focus on the importance of reserving time for self-care and practi-

cal ways of applying dental information. Furthermore, the relative importance of sporting

activities in the low OHL network suggests the adoption of an innovative approach to oral

health by targeting clubs and combining health education and sports. In line with the concept

of environmental health literacy, another potential application is to focus on dental profession-

als in order to improve transcultural communication and encourage the use of a more direct

language with clearer instructions.

According to the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care, ‘health liter-

acy environment’ refers to a myriad of factors (including processes, relationships, infrastructure,
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and policies) that shape the health system and ultimately affect how patients access, understand,

navigate, and apply health-related information and services [47]. In this perspective, health liter-

acy is recognised as not exclusively an individual asset, but also a component of the health sys-

tem [71].

These considerations are particularly relevant for the Indigenous Australian context. Indig-

enous Australians, also referred as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, comprise hundreds

of different groups with singular kinship systems, cultural practices, and societal arrangements

[72]. The transmission of knowledge through oral tradition, storytelling, yarning, drawing,

and other forms of cultural expression represent vital components of Indigenous cultures that

might be incorporated into the health literacy environment. To ensure culturally competent

communication and care in these highly diverse backgrounds it is essential that health organi-

sations build oral health literacy approaches informed by Indigenous perspectives, understand

how information is shared in their communities, and adopt a family or community-centred

healthcare model [47].

A growing body of evidence has shown that involving the community in the design and

conduction of oral health interventions may result in more favourable outcomes [50]. Yet,

building equitable partnerships is a complex process with often conflicting perspectives

involved. Furthermore, the implementation and sustainability of community-led oral health

interventions can be undermined by the substantial socioeconomic restraints present in

remote Indigenous Australian communities [50]. Increasing participation rates is another

important challenge in these contexts, which may require alternative strategies [73].

In the low OHL network, only two HeLD-14 items (“use info” and “read written dental

information”) emerged among the four most central nodes of the structure, alongside sense of

personal control and the handicap dimension of the OHIP-14 instrument. Based on these find-

ings, it is hypothesized that public health interventions aimed at improving oral health literacy

levels of Australian Indigenous might obtain better outcomes if sense of personal control and

oral health-related quality of life are targeted. Identifying and targeting the core nodes and

connections might promote greater changes in the network structure, leading to more robust

long-term results [60].

Our findings should be interpreted in the light of a number of limitations. First, edges

and node centrality indices should not be readily taken as clear predictors of change in

cross-sectional networks. Although evidence demonstrates that central nodes identified in

a single point are connected to change in other areas of the network over time, assuming

that nodes with high centrality tendency are relevant for intervention might not be without

problems [74]. As we have shown in the analysis of centrality stability, the most influential

nodes in a network often vary according to the centrality index employed, sample size,

and type of analysis [69]. Second, causal relationships are precluded by the cross-sectional

nature of the data, which limit the inference of influential nodes. Thirdly, only self-reported

measures were included in the networks, limiting any further consideration on the relation-

ship between oral health literacy and clinical outcomes. Fourth, a limitation of the network

models employed in this study is the uncertainty of the direction of the associations

between nodes. Finally, network analysis still lays in a very theoretical realm, with limited

empirical examples demonstrating its practical implications, which makes its interpretation

difficult.

Future research should aim to identify the most central HeLD-14 items in other popula-

tions. Oral health research might benefit from estimating networks with longitudinal data and

testing the effects of targeting the hypothesized core nodes in therapeutic interventions. Other

fields have attempted to meet this challenge using a range of methods that may be applied with

some degree of adjustments to the oral health context [29,75,76].
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5. Conclusion

Network models captured the dynamic relationships between oral health literacy and psycho-

social, sociodemographic and oral health-related factors. Our findings indicate that different

levels of oral health literacy constitute different systems of interactions with distinct properties,

including network structure, edge strength, and clustering tendency. The identification of the

most influential nodes of networks depicting participants with low and high oral health literacy

offers new hypotheses regarding potential targets for future interventions.
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